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Traditional methods in uid mehanis ontinue to be invigorated with the infusion of

ideas from dynamial systems, analysis of PDE's, geometri methods, and new develop-

ments in sienti� omputation. This meeting was organized around the mixture of these

general themes.

The spei� themes of the onferene were as follows:

� Stability, Bifuration and Normal Forms.

These tehniques ontinue to be of great interest in uid mehanis and this

remains an ative area of researh. These areas inlude stability problems for liquid

drops and free boundary problems, bifurations in rotating ows, et.

� Nonlinear Waves and Pattern Formation.

There have been interesting developments linking some of the traditional topis

(suh as the Benjamin-Feir instability) with geometri (multisympleti) strutures

and further links with pattern formation and symmetry an be expeted.

� Averaged Euler and Navier Stokes Equations.

These new models for uids have remarkable geometri struture (onnetions to

di�eomorphism groups) and omputational properties. Current investigations that

link this approah with LES (large eddy simulation) and boundary layer models

(based on transient growth rates and unertainty modelling) will be disussed.

� Control Theory.

Many of the interesting reent developments are motivated and enrihed by on-

trol theory. This inludes boundary layer ontrol and the loomotion of underwater

vehiles as well as �sh, both roboti and biologial.

� Analytial and Numerial Aspets.

Reent formulations of uids as disrete (in the Veselov sense), multisympleti

systems and their numerial implementation should be an exiting emerging area.

Several groups worldwide are investigating these aspets. In addition progress

has been ontinuing in traditional topis suh as the analytial aspets as well as

aurate omputation of eigenvalues and singular values for the linearized Navier-

Stokes equations, in for example, planar Couette and pipe ow.

� Vortex Dynamis.

Progress relating the averaged Euler equations and vortex blobs is also an exiting

area. Also, it has been reently shown how to ompute the dynami equations for

vorties interating (dynamially) with solid and elasti bodies. This is important
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for underwater vehiles as well as for propulsion of �sh et. Again, several groups

worldwide are investigating these issues and getting them together would be most

pro�table.

The onferene aimed for, and largely sueeded in having a healthy mix of senior re-

searhers, postdotoral fellows and graduate students. Our philosophy, onsistent with the

general approah advoated by Oberwolfah was to selet about 20{23 people to give a

leture. We suggested to the Oberwolfah administration names of students, postdotoral

fellows and junior faulty to the meeting. We limited the number of talks so there will be

ample time for disussion, but give everyone a hane to partiipate through two poster

sessions. The posters were mounted on the �rst day and remained for most of the week,

with hours in the shedule spei�ally for the viewing of the posters.
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Conferene Shedule

Monday, July 29

� 9:00-9:15: WELCOME

Gert-Martin Greuel, Diretor of the Institute

Jerrold Marsden and J�urgen Sheurle, Organizers

� 9:15-10:00: Paul Newton, University of Southern California,

\Vortex rystals, quasi-rystals, and beyond"

� 10:05-10:50: Guido Shneider, Karlsruhe

\Transient self similar deay in Poiseuille ow at ritiality for exponentially long

times"

� 10:55-11:30: PHOTO AND COFFEE BREAK

� 11:30-12:15: Robert MLahlan, Massey

\Some topis in the time integration of uid and wave equations"

� 12:30: LUNCH

� 1:30-3:30: INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS

AFTERNOON TEA AND COFFEE, 2:30-3:30

� 3:30-4:15: Mark Roberts, Surrey

\Stability Criteria for Hamiltonian Relative Equilibria"

� 4:20-5:00: BREAK

� 5:00-5:45: Bernold Fiedler, Berlin

\Plane Kolmogorov Flows"

� 6:30-7:30: DINNER

� EVENING FREE

Tuesday, July 30

� 9:00-9:45: Klaus Kirhg�assner, Stuttgart

\Dispersive dynamis in Euler-systems and appliations"

� 9:50-11:00: Poster Presenters

Eah person an present a 2 minute summary of their poster using at most two

transparenies

� 11:00-12:30: COFFEE BREAK AND POSTER SESSION

� 12:30: LUNCH

� 1:30-3:30: INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS

AFTERNOON TEA AND COFFEE, 2:30-3:30

� 3:30-4:15: Alexander Mielke, Stuttgart

\Energeti stability of solitary water waves"

� 4:20-5:00: BREAK

� 5:00-5:45: Pasal Chossat, Valbonne

\Dynamo dynamis in a rotating spherial shell"

� 6:30-7:30: DINNER

� EVENING FREE

Wednesday, July 31

� 9:00-9:45: Marel Oliver, T�ubingen,

\Smoothing properties of hierarhies of

geophysial balane models"

� 9:45-10:00: BREAK
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� 10:00-10:45: Steve Shkoller, Davis

\Turbulent hannel ow in weighted Sobolev spaes"

� 10:45-11:00: BREAK

� 11:00-11:45: Igor Mezi, Santa Barbara

\Adiabati ontrol of vortex elements"

� 12:00: LUNCH

� 1:00-6:00: HIKE

� 6:30-7:30: DINNER

� 8:00-8:45: Gerard Iooss

\Elementary bifurations of reversible systems with an essential spetrum"

Thursday, August 1

� 9:00-9:45: Jerry Marsden, Pasadena

\Variational integrators for the dynamis of point vorties"

� 9:45-10:00: BREAK

� 10:00-10:45: Sebastian Reih, London

\Multisympleti geometry and numerial methods

for uid mehanis"

� 10:45-11:30: BREAK

� 11:30-12:15: Claudia Wul�, Berlin

\Approximate momentum onservation for spatial

semi-disretizations of nonlinear wave equations"

� 12:30: LUNCH

� 1:30-4:00: INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS

AFTERNOON TEA AND COFFEE, 2:30-3:30

� 4:00-4:45: Johen Denzler, Knoxville

\Spetrum of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation

for plane Couette ow"

� 5:00-6:30: POSTER SESSION

� 6:30-7:30: DINNER

� 8:00-8:45: Tudor Ratiu, Lausanne

\Poisson brakets for omplex uids"

Friday, August 2

� 9:00-9:45: Genevieve Raugel

\Generi transversality property for the damped wave equation"

� 9:45-10:00: BREAK

� 10:00-10:45: Mariana Haragus, Talene

\Three dimensional traveling water waves"

� 10:45-11:30: BREAK

� 11:30-12:15: Darryl Holm, Los Alamos

\Introdution to the Lagrangian-averaged

Navier-Stokes model of turbulene"

� 12:30: LUNCH

� 1:30-6:30 INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS

AFTERNOON TEA AND COFFEE, 2:30-3:30

� 6:30-7:30: DINNER
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Conferene Partiipants

Partiipant List{Letures

Chossat, Pasal: hossat�inln.nrs.fr

Denzler, Johen: jdenzler�math.toronto.edu

Fiedler, Bernold: �edler�math.fu-berlin.de

Haragus, Mariana: haragus�math.u-bordeaux.fr

Holm, Darryl: dholm�lanl.gov

Iooss, Gerard: iooss�inln.nrs.fr

Kirhg�assner, Klaus: Stuttgart: kirhg�mathematik.uni-stuttgart.de

Marsden, Jerrold: Calteh; marsden�ds.alteh.edu

MLahlan, Robert: Aukland: R.MLahlan�massey.a.nz

Mezi, Igor: Santa Barbara: mezi�engineering.usb.edu

Mielke, Alex: mielke�mathematik.uni-stuttgart.de

Newton, Paul: USC, Los Angeles : newton�spok.us.edu

Oliver, Marel: Tubingen: oliver�member.ams.org

Ratiu, Tudor: Lausanne; Tudor.Ratiu�ep.h

Raugel, Genevieve: Orsay : Genevieve.RAUGEL�math.u-psud.fr

Reih, Sebastian: Imperial College: s.reih�i.a.uk

Roberts, Mark: mark�maths.warwik.a.uk

Sheurle, J�urgen: sheurle�mathematik.tu-muenhen.de

Shneider, Guido: guido.shneider�uni-bayreuth.de

Shkoller, Steve: UC Davis: shkoller�math.udavis.edu

Wul�, Claudia: wul��math.fu-berlin.de

Junior Faulty/Postdotoral/Graduate Students{Posters

Dirk Bl�omker, Aahen, Bloemker�instmath.rwth-aahen.de

Konstantin Blyuss, Surrey, K.Blyuss�surrey.a.uk

Colin Cotter, London, olin.otter�i.a.uk

Gottwald, Georg : Surrey, g.gottwald�eim.surrey.a.uk

Groves, Mark: Loughborough, M.D.Groves�lboro.a.uk

Hamza, Mohamed-Ali : Orsay, Mohamed-Ali.Hamza�math.u-psud.fr

Ionesu, Delia, Munhen, ionesu�ma.tum.de

JAMES, Guillaume , Toulouse, Guillaume.James�gmm.insa-tlse.fr

Khushalani, Bharat : Los Angeles, bharat�spok.us.edu

Kruse, Hans-Peter, M�unhen, kruse�mathematik.tu-muenhen.de

Lannes, David : Bordeaux, David.Lannes�math.u-bordeaux.fr

Mohseni, Kamran, mohseni�olorado.edu

Perlmutter, Matt, Lisbon, perl�ds.alteh.edu

Peire, James: Davis, jpeire�math.udavis.edu

Smith, Troy R : Prineton, trsmith�prineton.edu

Tudoran, Razvan : Lausanne, razvantudoran�hotmail.om

Ueker, Hannes : College Park, hueker�math.umd.edu

Vainstein, Dmitri: Santa Barbara, dmitri�engineering.usb.edu

West, Matt; Calteh, mwest�ds.alteh.edu
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Abstrats

Dynamo Dynamis in a Rotating Spherial Shell...

Pasal Chossat, INLN (UMR 6618 du CNRS) and Ambassador of Frane in

New Delhi, India

We show that onvetive states in a slowly rotating spherial shell an undergo a \dy-

namo" bifuration, whih leads to intermittent dynamis with a magneti dipole showing

random reversals. The analysis exploits the symmetries of the system to show the ex-

istene of robust heterolini yles in the purely onvetive regime undergoing, though

the dynamo bifuration, an instability whih leads to a new heterolini yle whih now

involves a self-sustained negative �eld exhibiting the intermittent-like behavior.

Spetrum of the Orr-Sommerfeld Equation for Plane Couette Flow

Johen Denzler, Knoxville

The spetrum f�g for the Orr{Sommerfeld equation for plane Couette ow, i.e., for the

equation
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where R is the Reynolds number and � is the wave number, is determined ompletely

and rigorously, as a funtion of the parameters R 2 [0;1℄, � > 0, with the limiting ases

R = 0, R =1 interpreted appropriately.

The limiting ase R = 0 an be dealt with by lassial omplex variable methods.

Branhes of the spetrum (any R > 0) an be numbered aording to their limiting be-

haviour as t :=

1

2

(�R)

1=3

! 0. Even though this limiting behaviour is quantitatively

di�erent for the ases R = 0 and 0 < R � 1, the ordering of the branhes is not af-

feted by a jump disontinuity as R ! 0. Continuation methods permit one to follow

the branhes thus identi�ed along inreasing t all the way into a ritial region in whih

they onnet to eah other, eah suh onnetion spawning a ontinuation branh with t

inreasing to 1 along this branh.

Two possible behaviours our: for small R, neighbouring branhes oming from t � 0+

are onneted pairwise in the ritial region, whereas for R = 1, they are onneted in

groups of four. The transitions (\mode rossings") aumulate (only) as R ! 1, in an

intriguing way: for low branh number, only a single mode rossing takes plae. Higher

numbered branhes undergo mode rossings that are subsequently undone and then give

way to a new mode rossing with a di�erent (adjaent) pairing. This pattern follows from

a ombined asymptotis in the ritial region, where arg� � �

2�

3

, � bounded (or only

logarithmially growing with R), and R!1.
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Plane Kolmogorov Flows

Bernold Fiedler, FU Berlin

(joint work with Andrei Afandikov and Stefan Liebsher)

We onsider the Kolmogorov problem of a visous inompressible uid ow in a plane

hannel. Stationary solutions in a viinity of the ritial Reynolds number are studied by

a Kirhg�assner spatial dynamis redution to a six-dimensional entre manifold. Further

redution yields a three-dimensional reversible system with a line of equilibria. This line of

equilibria is not indued by symmetries or �rst integrals and is not normally hyperboli. We

explore the resulting \bifuration without parameters" by blow-up and averaging methods.

The set of small bounded solutions onsists entirely of lots of heterolini orbits of various

geometri types and of the trivial equilibria. The heterolinis, alias (multi-pulse) front

waves, form a quite ompliated but non-reurrent set.

Introdution to the Lagrangian-averaged Navier-Stokes alpha

(LANS-alpha) model of turbulene

Darryl D. Holm, Los Alamos National Laboratory

We sketh some of the properties of the LANS-� model and it's preditions for two

fundamental experimental laws of fully developed turbulene. These laws are: (1) the

k

�5=3

law for the kineti energy spetrum; (2) the r

2=3

law for average squared inrements

in veloity parallel to a displaement vetor r. Lagrange averaging auses the roll{o�s

k

�5=3

! k

�3

and r

2=3

! r

2

at length sales smaller than the orrelation length � of the

Lagrangian uid trajetories. These two roll{o�s are proved via the K�arm�an- Howarth

theorem for veloity autoorrelation dynamis of LANS-�. These roll{o�s establish that

energy transport balanes with dissipation at lower wavenumbers than for NS and, thus,

allows LANS-� to ompute in two deades of resolution what would ost three deades of

resolution for Navier-Stokes.

Three-dimensional travelling water waves

Mariana Haragus (Bordeaux

(joint work with Mark Groves (Loughborough))

We present a rigorous existene theory for small-amplitude 3-dimensional travelling wa-

ter waves. The hydrodynami problem is formulated as an in�nite-dimensional Hamil-

tonian system in whih an arbitrary horizontal spatial diretion is the time-like variable.

Wave motions whih are periodi in a seond, di�erent horizontal diretion are deteted

using a entre-manifold redution tehnique by whih the problem is redued to a loally

equivalent Hamiltonian system with a �nite of degrees of freedom. A atalogue of bifur-

ation senarios is ompiled by means of a geometri argument based upon the lassial

dispersion relation for travelling water waves. Nonlinear bifuration theory is arried out

for a representative seletion of bifuration senarios. We �nd truly 3-dimensional waves

whih have periodi, solitary-wave or generalized solitary-wave pro�les in one diretion and

are periodi in another.
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Elementary Bifurations of Reversible Systems with an Essential Spetrum

Filling the Real Line

G

�

erard Iooss, Nie

We onsider reversible systems having a one parameter family of equilibria, suh that

the linearized operator has an essential spetrum �lling the entire real axis, in addition

to a zero eigenvalue, and a pair of simple imaginary eigenvalues diving into the essential

spetrum at 0 when the parameter � rosses 0 (other eigenvalues lie far from the imaginary

axis). We give a haraterization of suh systems with examples oming from travelling

water wave problems, in the ase when one layer of uid is in�nitely deep. We show under

what general onditions haw a bifuration ours to an homolini solution (with algebrai

deay) of Benjamin-Ono type.

Variational Integrators and Vortex Dynamis

Jerrold E. Marsden, CDS, Calteh

(joint work with Clany Rowley and Paul Newton)

We review some of the features of disrete mehanis, whih is based on a disrete

variational priniple and the assoiated variational integrators. Features of the algorithms

inlude their sympleti nature, their onservation properties, as well as generalizations to

the asynhronous ontext for spatially extended systems. We illustrate these properties

using the dynamis of point vorties in the plane as well as on the sphere.

Dispersive Dynamis in Eulerian Systems and Appliations...

Klaus Kirhg

�

assner, Stuttgart

A new method is given for analyzing the motion of an invisid uid-layer with free

boundary under the ation of gravity; an observer is moving with onstant speed  and the

mean depth is h. We treat the superritial ase �

2

= gh=

2

less than one. The method is

based on the disussion of the dispersion relation (s+�)

2

= �� in C

2

and the use of Paley-

Wiener. In the appropriate Hardy-Lebesgue-spaes, we an formulate the full problem as a

spatially dynamial system parametrized by the omplex Laplae-variable s. The following

results are given:

(1) For small initial values there exists a unique solution globally in time.

(2) The quiesent state is Liapunov-stable.

(3) The solitary waves existing in the given �



-interval are bi-orbital stable, i.e., per-

turbed initial values onverge towards a solitary wave appropriately shifted in phase

and speed.
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A Comparison of Some Geometri Numerial Integrators for the KdV

Equation

Robert MLahlan, Massey University, New Zealand

This study arose from a question of Uri Asher: is there a good expliit or semi-expliit

sheme for the Korteweg-de Vries equation? If so, why would one want to use an impliit

sheme? In addition, KdV is a good equation on whih to probe any di�erenes between

sympleti and multisympleti (variational) integrators. Four geometri integrators are

onstruted and ompared: (i) an unonditionally stable sheme whih preserves juj

2

; a

standard onservative Hamiltonian �nite di�erene sheme, whih is then integrated either

by (ii) an expliit sympleti splitting method or by (iii) the sympleti impliit midpoint

rule; and (iv) a multisympleti integrator, whih is equivalent to the 3-time level, 12-

point Preissman sheme proposed by Qin and Zhou. We �nd that although (i,ii) are muh

faster, the impliit methods (iii,iv) are stable for muh larger time steps. The standard

onservative �nite di�erene (ii, iii) appears to generate small sawtooth waves, whih an

provoke instabilities during the time integration. The multisympleti disretization does

not do this and is also stable on muh oarser spatial grids for whih the solution is poorly

resolved.

The Algebrai Entropy of Classial Mehanis

Robert MLahlan, Massey University, New Zeeland

I desribe be the '`Lie algebra of lassial mehanis", modelled on the Lie algebra

generated by kineti and potential energy of a simple mehanial system with respet

to the anonial Poisson braket. It is a polynomially graded Lie algebra, a lass we

introdue. We desribe these Lie algebras, give an algorithm to alulate the dimensions



n

of the homogeneous subspaes of the Lie algebra of lassial mehanis, and determine

the value of its entropy lim

n!1



1=n

n

. It is 1:82542377420108 : : : , a fundamental onstant

assoiated to lassial mehanis.

Fluid Partile Motion Control and Anti-KAM Theory

Igor Mezi, University of California, Santa Barbara

We onsider questions related to ontrol of motion of uid partiles in inompressible

uids, or a subset of related questions for volume-preserving and Hamiltonian systems

in arbitrary dimensions. These are in the integrable ase foliated by group, so a natural

problem to study is ontrollability of group translations. The ontrollability question is the

following: given g

1

; g

2

2 G, where G is a topologial group, is there a sequene u

0

; : : : ; u

n

suh that g

2

= g

1

� u

0

� u

1

� : : : � u

n

? The answer is positive if U is of positive Haar measure

and ontains an ergodi element u

e

(i.e. translation by u

e

on G is ergodi). A more

ompliated problem is that of ontrollability of near-integrable twist maps, of the form

x

0

= x + y + �uf(x; y); y

0

= y + �ug(x; y) where we show that, under weak onditions on

f; g and u 2 [0; 1℄ with arbitrary small �, there is a sequene of u' s suh that the system

transitions from arbitrary initial to arbitrary �nal onditions. (This is joint work with U.

Vasdya). In addition to having onsequenes for ontrol of uid partile motion, these

results show non-robustness of KAM- type theorems to bounded noise perturbations that

are arbitrarily small.
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On the Energeti Stability of Solitary Water Waves

Alexander Mielke, Universit

�

at Stuttgart

We study solutions of the water wave problem for a uid layer of �nite depth in the presene

of gravity and surfae tension. We use the anonial Hamiltonian formulation of Zakharov

in terms of the surfae elevation and the trae of the veloity potential on the surfae.

With a new ontinuity result for the Dirihlet-Neumann operator in terms of the surfae

as a funtion in H

1

(R), we show onditional energeti stability of the trivial solution in

ertain regions of the parameter spae. In the same region we obtain stability of solitary

waves under the additional assumption that the seond variation of the energy has only one

negative eigenvalue. The latter assumptions is shown to be ful�lled for the small amplitude

solitary waves onstruted �rst by Amik and Kirhg�assner.

Vortex Crystals, Quasi-rystals, and Beyond

Paul K. Newton, University of Southern California

This talk will present an overview of our urrent knowledge of relative equilibrium pat-

terns of point vorties in the plane and on the sphere. Reent experiments on vortex

formation in Bose-Einstein ondensates by Ketterle et al (2002) o�er some of the leanest

realizations of the omplex lattie strutures that olletions of rotating idential vorties

an display (up to 160 vorties in a 1mm diameter irle). Sine the irulation of eah

vortex is quantized, and sine the rotation frequeny is a known funtion of the geomet-

ri properties of the lattie and the irulation, these experiments present the intriguing

possibility of measuring mirosopi quantities suh as Plank's onstant by areful mea-

surements of marosopi properties of the lattie, suh as angular frequeny and lattie

spaing. On the sphere, there is a diret onnetion to the large and growing literature on

the 'harge-on-a-sphere' problem, where one onsiders the equilibrium on�gurations of N

point harges repelled by their mutual Coulomb interations. Also alled the 'dual problem

for stable moleules', the most elebrated on�guration is the stable arbon-60 moleule,

or bukminster fullerine, with atoms arranged in a soer-ball pattern. We will desribe

Kelvin's variational priniple for vortex equilibria, the onnetion between the spaing of

N vorties on a line so that the on�guration rotates like a rigid body and the zeros of a

well known family of orthogonal polynomials. On the sphere, we will desribe equilibria

generated from the Platoni solids and an interesting lass of periodi and quasi-periodi

orbits whih bifurate from them and have intriguing Floquet multiplier struture. We will

also desribe the use of Monte Carlo algorithms to loate ground states and ring equilibria

of idential vorties on the sphere, reminisent of the planar atalogue of two-dimensional

vortex patterns of Campbell and Zi� (1978). In the end, however, I hope to onvine you

how little is known, partiularly when it omes to asymmetri patterns, patterns with de-

fets, vortex rystals made up of point vorties of di�erent strengths, and stability theory.

'Vortex Crystals', H. Aref, P.K. Newton, M.A. Stremler, D.L. Vainhtein, to appear in

Advanes in Applied Mehanis, 2002.
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Smoothing Properties for Hierarhies of Models for Shallow Water Wave

Geostrophy

Marel Oliver, Universit

�

at T

�

ubingen and Bremen

Large sale ow in the atmosphere and in the oean at mid-latitudes an often be on-

sidered as nearly geostrophi, i.e. the pressure gradient fore is almost balaned by the

Coriolis fore, while inertia is a lower-order e�et. It is therefore desirable to �nd redued

models that represent large sale ows near geostrophy while being omputationally less

expensive than the parent model. One important onsideration is the need to remove

inertia-gravity waves from the model, beause suh waves do not interat strongly with

large sale irulation, yet fore severe step-size onstraints upon diret numerial simula-

tions.

There are a number of well known models for geostrophi ow whih di�er in the assumed

parent model, in the preise saling assumptions, and the hoie of oordinate system. It

is often not well understood how these di�erent models relate to eah other.

In this talk I will demonstrate an ansatz based on variational asymptotis|involving an

in�nitesimal hange of oordinates in the low-Rossby number expansion of the variational

priniple|whih an reprodue a number of known models as well as new ones. This

formulation makes it easy distinguish models based on their analytial properties (their

well-posedness and regularity) and hoose those most onsistent with the model setting:

Vortial motion at large sales.

Approximate Momentum Conservation for Spatial Semidisretizations of

Nonlinear Wave Equations

Marel Oliver, Universit

�

at T

�

ubingen; Matt West, California Institute

of Tehnology; Claudia Wulff, University of Warwik

We prove that a standard seond order �nite di�erene uniform spae disretization of

the nonlinear wave equation with periodi boundary onditions, analyti nonlinearity, and

analyti initial data onserves the momentum up to an error whih is exponentially small in

the stepsize. Our estimates are valid for as long as the trajetories of the full nonlinear wave

equation remain real analyti. The method of proof is that of bakward error analysis. We

onstrut a modi�ed equation whih interpolates the disretized system, remains exponen-

tially lose to the semi-disrete system, but also possesses the full ontinuous translation

symmetry, is Hamiltonian, and therefore onserves momentum. These properties diretly

imply approximate momentum onservation for the semidisrete system. We also onsider

disretizations that are not variational as well as non-uniform grids. Through numerial

examples as well as arguments from geometri mehanis and perturbation theory, we show

that suh methods generially do not approximately preserve momentum.
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Poisson Brakets for Spin Glasses and it's Constrution by Coyles

Tudor Ratiu, Eole polytehnique f

�

ed

�

erale de Lausanne

Holm and Kupershmidt have given the Poisson braket for spin glasses in 1988. The

formula for this braket onsists of a relatively ompliated Lie algebra, augmented by

a two{oyle. A general onstrution a for brakets of this type is given. It is based

on a theorem that guarantees the ompatibility of two Poisson brakets. The geometri

interpretation of the oyle in also presented.

Generi Transversality Property for the Damped Wave Equation

Genevieve Raugel, CNRS at Universit

�

e de Paris-Sud (Orsay)

(joint work with P. Brunovsky (Bratislava)

Genevieve Raugel, CNRS at Universit�e de Paris-Sud (Orsay); joint work with P. Brunovsky

(Bratislava)

Let  > 0, 
 be a bounded regular domain in R

n

, n = 1; 2 or 3. We onsider the damped

wave equation:

u

tt

+ u

t

��u+ u = f(x; u)

�u

�n

�

�

�

�

�


= 0

(u(t; x); u

t

(t; x)) j

t=0

= (u

0

; v

0

)

where f : (x; y) 2

�


� R 7! f(x; y) 2 R is a C

k

funtion for some k � 2.

In this talk we desribe a generalization of an earlier generi transversality result of

Burnovsky and Polaik (1997) for paraboli equations to the ontext of the above wave

equation. For the ase n = 2; 3, one an show that the transversality is not generi if f

does not depend on x.

Geometri Integration Methods for Geophysial Fluid Dynamis

Sebastian Reih, Imperial College, London...

Large sale geophysial ows in the atmosphere and oean are nearly inompressible and

strati�ed into two-dimensional layers. As a result, vortiity and irulation play a entral

role in geographial uid dynamis. One might therefore expet that a Lagrangian partile

based approah would lead to good vortiity onservation also in a omputational setting.

In the talk, I developed a partile mesh based method that is Hamiltonian and exatly

onserves irulation. To maintain solution regularity as well as balane in a onservative

setting, we �rst reformulated the equations using a smoothing operator for the layer-

depth. This model regularization is similar but di�erent to �-Euler regularizations for

inompressible uids. Numerial results were presented.
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Stability Criteria for Hamiltonian Relative Equilibria

Mark Roberts, Surrey

Several di�erent types of stability an be onsider for relative equilibria of left or right

invariant geodesi ows on a Lie group G. Criteria for leaf-wise stability (i.e., stability of

the redued equilibrium point �



for the ow on its oadjoint orbit in g

�

) are obtained from

the Arnold form. Linear and nonlinear Eulerian stability are determined by onsidering

the ow of the Euler equation on the whole of g

�

. Finally linear Lagrangian stability on

the whole phase spae T

�

G is determined by the Jaobi equation.

If the \veloity" of the relative equilibrium is � 2 g, the \di�erene" between spetral

leafwise stability and spetral Eulerian stability is given by the spetrum of

�

ad

�

j

g

�

�

�

.

Similarly, the di�erene between spetral Eulerian stability and spetral Lagrangian sta-

bility is given by the spetrum of ad

�

. Examples of these spetrum have been omputed

for semi-simple Lie groups and (formally) the Bott-Virasoro group.

Nonlinear Eulerian stability is typially determined using the Energy-Casimir method.

This has been extensively generalized, and is foundation explored, in reent work of Patrik,

Roberts and Wul� (preprint 2002). Their results also suggest a possible approah to

nonlinear Lagrangian stability, using an extension of the Energy-Momentum method.

Almost Global Existene and Transient Self Similar Deay for Poiseuille Flow

at Critiality

Guido Shneider, Karlsruhe

(joint work with Hannes Ueker)

We onsider nonlinear di�usion equations as

�

t

u = �

2

x

u+ u

3

;

with x 2 R for small initial data in L

1

\ L

1

. It is well known that all solutions of this

system explode in �nite time. However, we make the observation that in terms of the norm

of the initial onditions, it takes an exponentially long time. Moreover, before explosion the

L

1

-norm of suh solutions beomes exponentially small, whih makes it almost impossible

to observe the instability in experiments. As an appliation, we onsider the long time

transient self-similar deay to unstable Poiseuille ow at ritiality for exponentially long

times. This, together with subritial bifuration and short time transient ampli�ation,

is a prinipal obstrution in all attempts to measure the ritial Reynolds number for this

experiment more and more preisely.

Turbulent Channel Flow in Weighted Sobolev Spaes

Steve Shkoller, University of California Davis

Modeling the mean harateristis of turbulent hannel ow has been one of the long-

standing problems in uid dynamis. While a great number of mathematial models have

been proposed for isotropi turbulene, there are relatively few, if any, turbulene models

in the anisotropi well-bounded regime whih hold throughout the entire hannel. Re-

ently, the anisotropi Lagrangian averaged Navier- Stokes (LANS-�) equations have been

derived. This talk is devoted to the analysis of this oupled system of nonlinear PDEs

13



for the mean veloity and ovariane tensor in the hannel geometry. The vanishing of

the ovariane along the walls indues ertain degenerate ellipti operators into the model,

whih require weighted Sobolev spaes to study. We prove that when the no-slip bound-

ary onditions are presribed for the mean veloity, the LANS-� equations possess unique

global weak solutions whih onverge as time tends to in�nity, towards the unique station-

ary solutions. Qualitative properties of the stationary solutions are also established. (Joint

with D. Coutand)

Edited by Jerrold E. Marsden
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